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HAS THE TIME TO CHANGE
GOLF ARRIVED?
The surprise launch of the
Alternative Golf Association (AGA)
comes as a welcome relief to many
of us who have been calling out for
a change in the way the game of
golf is played.
It had to take a Silicon Valley
icon and an true visionary of an
entrepreneur to launch a bold and
determined campaign to wake up
the powers that be who rule over
the ancient game of golf. Perhaps
"ancient" is the operative word that
sparked Scott McNealy to get up
and kick some serious butt to turn
the game around.
Please note that like McNealy,
we are not being mischievous.
We are not haters of the game.
Like McNealy, we love the game

Mike Sebastian

but it has got to change - it has
to re-invent itself to become
more relevant to today's timechallenged societies. Golf is no
longer "my father's game".
In this fast-paced and constantly
evolving world, the game of golf
has to take into consideration the
needs of younger people and look
for innovative and creative ways
to attract them into taking up the
game. Like the population woes of
the developed world, the golfing
population is not replicating itself
fast enough.
While we appreciate the fact
that there are many initiatives in
place, most of these initiatives
still try and retain the original
structure of the game. This won't

work! As advocated by McNealy,
the centurions of the game must
look at new ways to roll out the
game - make it shorter, strip it off
confusing rules (keep etiquette
rules intact though), inject fun
into the game and have architects
design more playable golf courses.
The world already has enough
championship courses to confound
and frustrate the average golfer.
Modern day living has enough
challenges to keep people living
on a knife's edge - let golf be the
ultimate release and relief from
the stresses of 21st Century living.
Let's all embrace AGA's vision
for golf. Scott McNealy deserves
the support he needs to make
golf more enjoyable and relevant
today!
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CLUB MANAGEMENT
CLUB ADVANTAGE INC. – A BRAND NEW RESOURCE FOR THE
CLUB INDUSTRY IN ASIA! pg16

pg16

If you operate a golf and country club or marina in most parts of Asia, you are
well familiar with the acute shortage of quality, on-the-spot consultancy services
to help you with your day to day operations in club management. This is all set to
change with the launch of a Club Advantage Inc; - a unique consultancy service
designed to address a cross-section of vital services required by clubs.

PRUSA'S POINT
PART 1: SPOTLIGHT ON GOLF INDUSTRY SHOW pg22

The 2011 Golf Industry Show has come and gone and from all reports, there
were many signs of optimism, albeit cautious. Asian Golf Business assigned James
Graham Prusa to be our man-on-the-spot and he submitted a lengthy report
on all of his observations. For the benefit of our readers, we have extracted a
number of key topics and have spun these out into special reports. These reports
appear in the following pages – the first of which provides an overview of the
GIS Trade Show.

PART 2: BIG ROLL OUT OF EQUIPMENT EXPECTED
IN THE MONTHS AHEAD pg26

A quantum shift in golf courses maintenance equipment technology is in the
making with the rush to hybrid electric power plants and cutting units – and
moving away from hydraulics. John Deere, Toro and Jacobsen have all moved
rapidly to provide effective electric hybrid options for triplex mowing of greens
as the first big move out of hydraulic power.
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PRUSA’S POINT

JAMES GRAHAM PRUSA

Director, Golf Courses and Lab
SKY72 Golf Resort

GOLF INDUSTRY SHOW 2011 – PART 1
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11 Golf Industry Show has come and gone and from all reports, there were many
of optimism, albeit cautious. Asian Golf Business assigned James Graham Prusa
ur man-on-the-spot and he submitted a lengthy report on all of his observations.
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For the benefit of our readers, we have extracted a number of key topics and
have spun these out into special reports. These reports appear in the following
pages – the first of which provides an overview of the GIS Trade Show.
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PRUSA’S POINT
GOLF INDUSTRY SHOW 2011 – PART 1

Prusa reports: “On the show floor there was a very healthy flow of
attendee buyers – and attendees were definitely ordering product. The
atmosphere was very serious and I visited every booth on the floor. I
spoke to hundreds of exhibitors and not one complained about the
show attendance or the traffic or the floor. Tough economic times
made sellers appreciative of buyers and made the buyers serious and
intently focused – from adversity comes opportunity and appreciation.
The number that GCSAA released for show attendance was 14,781. Go
figure what it means. I have and, in my opinion, this number seems to be
a cumulative show attendance figure. If so, I am not leveling criticism, as
14,781 is an excellent cumulative number – it would be so much more
so if accompanied by a real attendance breakdown.
One critical number that all the GCSAA members should see is a
breakdown of attendance from outside the USA. I’d like to know how
global the GIS has become – and I think it is time for the GCSAA
leadership to become aware of these figures as well as all the GIS
exhibitors and the GCSAA members.
Frankly, I saw hundreds of non-USA individuals at the GIS. How many
attendees are from Asian nations? How many from Europe and South
America? Just what if the GIS non-USA attendance is 10%? Or maybe

"While sitting at the Monday seminar luncheon during GIS, I could n

population – that’s about 4 billion people out of a 6.6 billion total – a

the world’s golf courses here in Asia and 10% of the golfers. The obvio

realized if Asia initiates a massive effort to at least equal what is curre

in North America! Another small fact (that comes compliments of the

60% by 2050. So, I hope the leaders of golf are listening very, very car

Superintendents Association of America and other organizations who h
GCSAA itself, Colonel John Morley – a man not even born in

not help but contemplate that today Asia contains 60% of the world’s

and 35% of the world’s economy. We currently have only about 13% of

ous potential for golf (as in both the game and the business) will only be

ently being presented in continuing golf course management education

e CIA), Asia’s percentage of the world economy is expected to grow to

refully to all of this. Let’s hope that there are people in the Golf Course

have inherited the vision and stalwart leadership of the founder of the

America who significantly advanced golf in North America."

20%? What if there are 200 – 500 buyers in attendance from outside
the USA? Any significant figure of global attendance should be a clarion
call to the GCSAA Board of Directors to move the organization to
better represent its actual constituency. GCSAA IS NOT A USA
ASSOCIATION. It never has been such.
In this there are moral obligations and commitments to the game of
golf to do the right things in setting future strategic directions. It’s been
too long of a while even since a Canadian member sat on the GCSAA
board of directors. I personally think it is time to see multiple directors
on the board of GCSAA from other regions of the world including
Asia – and I have a good sense that a certain British citizen and GCSAA
founder Colonel John Morely would agree with me!
The GIS is a trade show, marketplace to itself – and a very powerful
marketplace indeed. Whether there are 14,781 buyers or 5,000 buyers,
in any case it is a huge and influential market. The crème de crème of the
golf market worldwide was in attendance at the 2011 GIS. What is a
‘qualified buyer’ anyway? The ‘qualified buyer’ for a major championship,
a PGA Tour event or LPGA event is not only buying, but that venue’s
buyer is a significant influencer of other buyers in the region. All
‘qualified buyers’ are not equal – and smart exhibitors know this and use
it in their own marketing efforts.
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PRUSA’S POINT
GOLF INDUSTRY SHOW 2011 – PART 2

Big Roll Ou
Equipment E
in the Months Ahead ...

ut of
Expected

One of the highpoints of the GIS Trade Show has always been the
announcement of new products and equipment for the turf industry. This
year was no exception. According to James Prusa, “I had the opportunity
for some private meetings with a number of major manufacturers. In
addition to listening to their plans for product release and improved
distribution in Asia I also had an opportunity to share the concerns of the
Asian golf course management practitioners with them.” The following is
Prusa’s take on what to expect in terms of new equipment roll-outs:
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PRUSA’S POINT
GOLF INDUSTRY SHOW 2011 – PART 2
A quantum shift in golf courses maintenance equipment technology
is in the making with the rush to hybrid electric power plants and
cutting units – and moving away from hydraulics. As most everyone has
experienced since the advent of hydraulic driven cutting units, hydraulic
oil and turfgrass do not mutually enjoy being in the same environment.
Simply, dead grass from hydraulic leaks is not good for golf courses.
John Deere, Toro and Jacobsen have all moved rapidly to provide
effective electric hybrid options for triplex mowing of greens as the first
big move out of hydraulic power.
Early in the GIS week I met with the John Deere team headed by Gregg
Breningmeyer, Global Director of Sales and Marketing for John Deere.
Breningmeyer was very upbeat on Asia and was rightfully beaming over
their new 2011 product line. However, in addition to the solid products
in the Deere marketing mix he placed particular emphasis on two other
critical areas for Asia – Distribution and Training.
Breningmeyer pointed out one of Deere’s major strengths is that
its global agricultural mega-business provides a superior distribution
channel for not only new machines, but also for the important

growth potential of the game and business of golf in the region. I sat
in amazement and gratitude as Breningmeyer politely expressed the
very same admonitions that I have been professing to others. He clearly
sees the need for proper associations within the industry to implement
sustained efforts to train personnel at the golf property level -- and for
the industry to synergistically address threats to market growth. He also
recognizes the need for manufacturers to support Asian customers with
training, service and parts replacement.
Over at Toro and Jacobsen I found similar new product innovation –
and a commitment to support Asia with fundamental training by the
respective executives of these companies. Toro, Jacobsen, and others,
have historically supported industry association as a means to grow the
‘pie’ in order for everyone’s ‘slice’ to grow bigger. These companies are
not just interested in gaining market share, they are wise enough to see
the benefits of investing in industry benefit associations to grow the
whole market.
Toro unveiled its new Triflex triplex greens mower with a huge fanfare
and a private reception attended by thousands. All I can say is that

"Breningmeyer pointed out one of Deere’s major strengths is that its global agricultural megabusiness provides a superior distribution channel for not only new machines, but also for the
important distribution and delivery of repair parts and service. These latter elements are of great
importance in Asia due to the reality that so much equipment and supplies must be imported from
abroad in our developing golf region. Deere has clearly demonstrated this comparative advantage in
its having compiled major market share of the golf business in China – and China could well prove a
significant niche in the competition throughout all of Asia."
distribution and delivery of repair parts and service. These latter
elements are of great importance in Asia due to the reality that so
much equipment and supplies must be imported from abroad in
our developing golf region. Deere has clearly demonstrated this
comparative advantage in its having compiled major market share of the
golf business in China – and China could well prove a significant niche in
the competition throughout all of Asia.

this new machine promises to dramatically support the permanency of
the hybrid revolution. And beyond the electric hybrid aspects of this
new machine, Toro has leapt ahead in some fundamental reinvention to
address other needs such as labor savings, fuel efficiency, turfgrass stress
issues caused by conventional triplex mowing and the ability to give a
triplex the functionality and quality-of-cut similar to that of walk-behind
mowers.

His personal commitment to training and ethical cooperation to
grow the Asian golf industry was also made abundantly clear to me.
Breningmeyer expressed a sense that an industry-wide, benevolent
organization, such as GCSAA, could provide needed education and
training in Asia to make certain that emerging impediments, such as
the lack of trained course management personnel, do not stymie the

Jacobsen also unveiled its greatly upgraded Eclipse hybrid triplex greens
mower. The Eclipse is 100% hydraulic free with its configuration of
electric drive motors on the wheels. They have also made it available
in a series of flexible power configurations to include gasoline, diesel as
well as 100% electric. All of this seems a breath of fresh air to me and
an indication that the OEMs are responding to field needs.

JAMES GRAHAM PRUSA

Director, Golf Courses and Lab
SKY72 Golf Resort
E: jgp@alumni-gsb.standford.edu

Jim Prusa’s full GIS Report can be downloaded at the following link CLICK HERE

Gregg Breningmeyer
Global Director of Sales & Marketing, John Deere
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